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Season 1, Episode 11
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The Right Thing to Do



Kate struggles with her feelings in the aftermath of Toby's heart attack. As William begins to spend more time with Jesse, Randall has to get used to his father's new relationship.  After receiving the news they're expecting triplets, Jack and Rebecca must find a way to afford a home that can accommodate three babies. Olivia unexpectedly resurfaces, throwing both Kevin and Sloane for a loop.
Quest roles:
Gerald McRaney(Nathan Katowski), Milana Vayntrub(Sloane Sandburg), Janet Montgomery(Olivia Maine), Ava Castro(Young Rebecca), Kiff VandenHeuvel(Dave Malone), Julia Cho(Jill), Denis O'Hare(Jessie), John Rubinstein(Ron Schiller), Darren Barnet(Young Jack), Michael Albala(Dr. Schneider), Floyd Van Buskirk(Jack's Boss), Tyler Wiseman(Waiter), Nefetari Spencer(Nurse), Duncan Bravo(Dr. Singh), Jeffrey Muller(Doctor), Char Sidney(Nurse #1), Suzanne Willard(Nurse #2), Elizabeth Perkins(Janet Malone), Peter Onorati(Stanley Pearson), Laura Niemi(Marilyn Pearson)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
10 January 2017, 21:00
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